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A. ATTENDANCE AND ORGANIZATION OP WORK

1. The first EGA/MTPO Joint Symposium of Presidents and Secretaries-

General of African Chambers of Commerce was held in Addis-Ababa, Ethiopia,

from 16 to 20 June 1Q81.

2. The Symposium was formally opened "by Comrade Wollie Chekol, Minister

of Foreign Trade of Ethiopia. The Executive Secretary of the United Nations

Economic Commission for Africa, Mr. Adebayo Adedeji, and Mr. Demeke Zewolde,

Secretary-General of the Association of African Trade Promotion Organizations

also delivered opening statements,

3»- The Symposium was attended "by Presidents and/or Secretaries-General -of

Chambers of Commerce from the following African countries: -Botswana, the

Congo", Egypt, Ethiopia, Gabon, the' Gambia, Ghana, Kenya, Lesotho, Liberia,'

the LibyeJi Aral? Jamahiriya, the Niger, Rwanda, Senegal, Sierra Leone, Togo, the

United Republic of Cameroon, Zaire and Zimbabwe.

4# The follovting officers were elected:

Chairman: Mr. Ayenevr Bitevielign, President of the Ethiopian Chamber ■

of Commerce

Vice-President: Mr, CD, Drainey, President of the Congolese Chamber

of Commerce

'Rapporteur: Mr. P.^T.Po Njie, Secretary-General of the Gambian

■ ' Chamber of Commerce

B* AGENDA

5 • The syrrroosium_.adopted__ the_ jpjn^^i^£La£gndat

(i) Analysis of the general state of intra^frican trade and discussion

(ii) Implications of the Lagris Plan of Action and discussion

(iii) The role of national and subregional Cha-mbers of Commerce in the

promotion of intra-African trade and discussion

(iv) The role of AATPO, ECA, ITC and ICC in promoting co-operation

between African Chambers of Commerce

(v) Visit to some Ethiopian Manufacturing and Diptrihution Facilities

and the. Ethiopian Chamber of Gommerce

(vi). Presentation of country experience and discussion
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(vii) Definition of areas nf co-operation . • ■

(viii) Consideration and adoption of the draft report

C. ACCOUNT OF PROCEEDINGS

6. In his .opening statement, Comrade Kollie Chekol, Minister of Foreign

Trade .of Ethiopia, reviewed the economic and social background against which*

the Symposium was being held* He pointed out that the world economic and

social environment Vas characterized by unprecedented uncertainties and

underlined the existing inequities and injustices in international trade

relations, showing how those relations had negatively affected developing

countries in .general and African countries in particular;, The continuous

deterioration in the terms of trade and the unprecedented balance—^f-payments

deficits of .developing countries resulting from various mechanisms of market

restrictions % developed countries, was a clear illustration of the inevita

bility of'the dependence relationship between developing and developed

countries* Africa was the continent with the largest'number of least

developed countries,. The issues of trade and development had been brought

to focus in all major international fora, but that no fundamental change

in the alignment, of international economic relations had been realized,

Africa's trade continued to be oriented toward and dependent-on developed

markets; while at the same time Intra-African trp.de had suffered a steady

decline over the past 20 yearsu . .

7. As provided for in the Lagos Plan of Action, there was need to exert

all efforts towards setting up national Chambers of Commerce where they did

not yet exist, and facilitating the establishment of an African Federation

of Chambers .-,f Commerce,

8. He concluded by appealing to participants at the Symposium to fully

understand the nature and the 'scope of their responsibilities, as regards

their role in the implementation of the Lagos Plan of Action generally,

and in the promotion of intra-African trade, in particular,

Q. Welcoming the participants,. Mr* Adebayo Adedeji, Executive Secretary

of the Economic Commission for Africa, stressed the importance of the

Symposium of Presidents and Secretaries-General of African Chambers of

Commerce'in the-implementation'of the-Lagos Finn of Action as adopted Try

African Heads of State and Government with particular reference to the

promotion of intra-African trade, ECA viewed the Symposium, which had

been jointly organized with AATPO, as an integral part of the series of

efforts which the secretariat had been making and ^as determined to

continue to make, to. reach out to all'policy makers in the various key-,

sectors of the socio-economic life of African countries with a view to

ensuring their full involvement in the economic development of the continent,
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10. To understand what /role Chambers of Commerce could "be expected to.play

in the implementation of the programme for the promotion of intra-African

trade and,' more generally, to identify what role Chambers of Commerce could

and should play to assist African countries in meeting the challenge of

national development, it vras necessary to "be fully ax*are of the serious •

social and economic conditions currently facing the African region.

11. He stressed the vital' role which intra-African trade promotion should

play in the development process, by making it possible for member States not

only to lessen their dependence on the outside world and enabling them to

make optimum' use of the resources available in the region as a whole, but

also to promote the indigenous development of the factor inputs of the

interested countries,

12. He concluded by drawing attention to some concrete steps which the

Chambers could take to assist in furthering intra-African trade. They ■

included, the dissemination of information to their members on the Lagos -

Plan »f Action, the establishment of subregional Associations of Chambers

of Commerce and ultimately of an African Federation of Chambers of Commerce,

the exchange of trade publications and information among themselves, co

operation in the training of staff, etc.

13. Mr. Demeke Zewolde, Secretary-General of the Association of African

Trade Promotion Organizations, welcomed participants to the Symposium

which," he stated, was one of the meetings being organised jointly by !?CA

BMd. AATPO for the purpose of promoting intrar-African trade within the

context of the Lagos' Plan of Action.

14. He briefly reviewed the theme *f the Symposium and the topics to be

covered, including the general state of intra-African trade; implications

of the Lagos Plan of Action; the role of national and subregional Chambers

of Commerce in the promotion of intra-African trade? and the role of TCCA,

AATPO, the International Trade Centre and ICC in ' promoting co-operation

among African Chambers of Commerce,

15. Mr. Demeke finally expressed the hope that the Symposium would.be

able to come up with'appropriate recommendations and programmes for the

promotion and expansion of intra-African trade within the context of the

Lagos Plan of Action.
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General State of Intra-African Trade, its Obstacles and Potential

l6o A representative of the Economic Commission for Africa introduced two

papers (E/CN.14/WP;l/l35 and E/CN. 14/i*P<,l/l4l) by pointing out that the
share of African trade was about A per cent of total world trade and that

intr-a-African trade was at present less than 5 por cent of total African

trade. Intra-African trade had in fact declined from 7.2 per cent in 1970

to 3.9 per cent in 1979« ^e over-all trade of the region was characterized

by export of primary commodities or semi-processed, materials to developed

market economies and by a higft proportion of imports of manufactured foods.

Iirfcra-iAfrican, trade was similarly characterized by exchanges of largely

unprocessed products*

17. The factors that accounted for the state of intra-African trade were

numerous and included the following: colonial- legacy, less developed »*

industries, inadequate transport■and communications infrastructures, tariff

and non-tariff barriers, absence-of clearing end payments' arrangements,

inconvertible currencies, absence of•-trade promotion institutions geared «

to African markets, absence of trade information and lack of knowledge of

African market, conditions,

18. It was stressed that the strong trade ties that existed between the

African region as a whole and developed countries as evidenced by the fact,

that more than 80 per cent of total African trade took place with the latter

could not be attributed solely to the' colonial legacy, but resulted also from

the successful implementation of policies and decisions in various sectors

such as transport, production, marketing and finance. In Africa, trade

organizations such as Chambers of Commerce and Trarle Promotion Centres had

an important role to play in promoting intra-African trade* These organiza

tions were well placed to gather and disseminate information on market

conditions in Africa and to assess the effects of country trade policies,

tra.de regulations and legislations. Chambers of Commerce should therefore

be responsible for providing advice to their members and give assistance

in directing the commercial efforts of traders to African markets.

19. In identifying and generating trade opportunities, Chambers" of Commer.ce'

should study supply and demand trends, including the identification of country

import items with a view to finding ways and means of exporting to those

markets, through the holding of seminars for business executives and traders

where commercial partners would be introduced,

20. In the discussion that ensued, while participants generally expressed

their concurrence with the analysis of the problems contained in the two

papers, stress was laid on the need to examine those problems from different
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angles. The role which Chambers of Commerce could play to resist in solving

those problems should loo viowec1 in the context of local circumstances

especially in cases where Governments exercised control over the activities

cf Chambers of Commerce. In certain subregions intr-a—African trr/le might

seem "to be very low, but that was so only because there was a significant

amount of unrecorded trade taking place between contiguous countries.

Attention was also drawn t* the fact that intra-African trade was hindered

by sheer lack of f;mds xev projects designel to produce ?oods that would be

traded among African countries. Lack *f practical know-no1-' and o^ appropriate

technology as "ell as necessary expertise to prepare feasibility studies

often proved to be major constraints in that-respect. Further, lack of

information on the availability of exportable s-arpluses and poor ouality

of the. goods Here important obstacles to intra-African trade expansion,

21. On the other hand, the problems arising from the inconvertibility of

African currencies, real as they were, were too often.being used an an

exQuse not to promote trade among African countries. Chambers of Commerce

were urged to assist Governments in finding realistic solutions to those

problems, in co-operation with the Clearing Houses already in existence

or in the process of being set up,

22. The attention rf the S.ymposium was also drawn to the fact that its

task was not only to analyze problems, but also to identify what was

responsible for the situation in which Africa found itself. In that

respect, it was pointed out that many African oconomiets had become politicians

or joined international organisations in greax rvmbcrsj thus depriving their

respective countries of the necessary skills. Africa thus depended on

expatriates who wer.c not oriented tow^.ris the development «f Africa. Tho

nucstion of proper training wp,s indeed an important issue to be brought

to the notice of African Governments, because it h"1'"1. r. direct bearing on

the ouality of personnel available for identification qv .intra-ATrican

trade opportunities and the exploitation thereof, Further, it was

painted out that som^ cDuhtxler an:": individual svpplicrr woro failir,'?:, "or

various re;\sons, to honour some of tho provisions of multilateral or bilateral

trade: agreements and contracts respectively, Thnt strtc of affairs consti

tuted a serious obstacle to intra-African trade expp.nsion, to tho extent that

it resulted in a lack of trust between tho parties, concerned, which was

naturally detrimental to meaningful intra-A.frlean business relations.

23. The attention of the Symposium was also drawn to the seriousness of

the obstacles resulting from the lack of free movement of traders across

national boundaries, because o^ cumbersome procedures for the insuancc of .

visas, outright denial thereof or security risks.
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24. Lastly participants were unanimous in dcrlcrir^- the lack of consultations

between Governments and the Chambers of Commerce, prior to Governments

entering into multilateral or bilateral trade agreements with other countries,

even though they were bound to have a serious impact on the activities of

the private businessmen, as tfcli as in tho implementation of those r^oements.

They felt that that, in itself, constituted one of the most serious obstacles

to the expansion of intra-African trade, ECA was urged to brin^ that

problem to tho attention of the Governments with r. view* to finding an

appropriate solution, *•

of Action

25. In introducing this topic, a representative of" the EGA secretariat

highlighted the main features of the Lagos Plan of Action with particular

emphasis, on the programme of activities relating to tho promotion of intrn- '

African trade and finance. He stressed'that the Lagos Plan of Action was

an integrated plan with *11 sectors closely interrelated. Manor objectives *

included the establishment of ,an African Common Market by the year 1990 and

an African-Economic Community "by the year 2000. ■ r

26. An regards trade programme, the attention of participants Has draw?

to the fact'that the La^os Plan of Action covered both domestic and

intra-African trade because of-the direct relationships between tho two -

sectors. , ■

+.

27• Further, specific measures were to be undoT-t-jcon by African countries

individually or jointly, including the 'reduction or elimination of trrdc

"harriers; the establishment af mechanism? and appropriate measures for

facilitating and expanding intra-African trade and the establishment of

African multinational production corporations r^r1 joirt ventures.

23, Emphasis was also laid on the- importance if the role of certain

mechanisms and organizations in the promotion of ir.tra-Afriean trade, as

provided for in tho La^oe Plan o? Action. The Plan of Action had not only

identified a number1 of -those mechanisms anc5 'or^nizctionc but rlso called

for their establishment (where they did not' oxist). 'They include

subrcgional and regional agricultural and r\on-at<rricultural commodity

exchanges; subrefaonp.l and regional' specialized, marketing or.iypjiiz^tions

in respect of major export/import commodities5 regional councils of buyers

and sellers of major commoaities; trad;: fairs: and multinational production

enterprises and joint ventures.

29• Since Chambers of Commerce p,nd their members were actually the co—ordi-

nators and managers of almost all commercial activities in their respective
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countries, it was obvious that the implementation of the programme for the

promotion of intra-African trade would require their full co-operation 'and-

direct involvement. The Chambers were therefore expected not only to

participate fully in the implementation of the Lagos Plan of Action, but

also to disseminate the relevant information to their memberso

30. In. the discussion that ensued, participants, while regretting the

lack of: involvement of the Chambers in the preparation of the Plan of

Action,, not only recognized that it constituted a landmark in African ■

history, but also concurred fully with the need and desirability for the ■

Chambers to play a key role in the implementation of the Plan. Note was

taken :of the fact that a number of economic- integration schemes were in

existence or heing set up. The functioning of groupings such as CEA.O,

ECOWAS, the- Community of the Great Lakes countries, the Mano. River Union,

UDEAC and others should" definitely facilitate the movement of goods and

people among member countries, despite some problems in obtaining information

on goods actually available for intra-trade, or those arising from lack of

compliance with agreements reached by member Governments, Among the

problems likely to be faced in the implementation of the Lagos Plan of Action,

reference was made,, in particular, to that of the lack of competitiveness ^ ■

of African products compared to those from extra-regional countries. For

instance, it was cheaper to import goods from outside markets than from

other African countries, in view of the much higher prices of African goods

resulting in particular from the lack of adequate transport infrastructure

between and among African countries.

31«, In addition to problems of transport, the lack of adequate communication

network and of" trade information sharing, as well as protectionist measures

adopted by some African countries were seen as major handicaps to the

promotion and"expansion of intra-African trade.

32. Stress was laid on the nacd for African countries to make mutual and

genuine sacrifices to achieve the economic objectives set out in the

Lagos Plan of Action.' .In that connexion, it was observed that African

countries must make sacrifices: similar to'those made at the time of indepen

dence. Questions were also raised-with regard to special .preferential

treatment being accorded to' foreign investors by African countries at the

expense of indigenous businessment and the reinvestment of profits made

by transnational corporations,

33. The Symposium stressed the heed for organizers of future symposia of

Chambers of Commerce to involve government officials in such symposia,

for in that way a forum would be created in which both governmental .and

business people could exchange views and experience on matters of common

interest*
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The role of national and subrefoonal Chambers, of Commerce in the-promotion

of intra-African trade and definition of areas of co-operation . ■;

34. In his introduction to these items, a representative of AATPO high

lighted the importance of meaningful commitment and demonstration of both

political and commercial will to develop and promote intr.a<-African trade.

To that end, in addition to setting up dynamic trade information units,

Chambers of 'Commerce should take the lead in providing: practical training

to "businessmen or familiarize them with intra-Africnji trade techniques,

problems and opportunities,

3% In doing so, it would be particularly necessary, to -give -due emphasis

to illustrations of the profitable nature of intra-African trade oppor

tunities with a view to convincing businessment who are not used to that

line of activities of the desirability to engage therein. Chambers of

Commerce should also exchange publications among themselves, including

those relating to customs regulations and legislations, commodities

available for export' and names n,nd addresses of traders,

36, After a :long discussion, the Chambers of Commerce represented at the

Symposium agreed on the following programme of action:

(a) Exchange and dissemination of_Jgad_e_ jjitorrcatiofl

(i) Chambers of Commerce should, as a matter of urgency, .

undertake to disseminate information to their members about

the Lagos Plan of Action, not only in'terms of the new

orientations it contained for Africa's over—all socio-

economic development and intrn—African trade expansion

in particular, but also in terms of its practical implications

for, and the opportunities■it opened up to individual

businessmen;

(ii) Chambers of Commerce should'exchange their publications

and other relevant economic and statistical data, including

those relating to .tariff and non-tariff barriers, distribution

channels and tenders which might be of interest to their

respective members;

(iii) Chambers of Commerce should advise each other of their

national or international trp.de fairs well in advance of

the events so as to ensure harmonization of programmes and

timing:
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(iv) Chambers of Commerce should exchange information on

commodities available in their respective countries for

intra—African trade, ' In that connexion, they should submit

to AA.TPO and ECA not later than 1 September 1981 lists of

importers and exporters of key commodities available for

intra-AFrican trade including conditions of supply, product

specifications and addresses of businessmen concerned,

(b) Co-operation with AATPO, ECA and OAU

(i) Chambers of Commerce of countries which were not yet

members of AATPO, should take appropriate stops to convince

their respective Governments to join AATPO;

(ii) In organizing the All-Africa Trade Pairs, ECA pjid OAU

should co-operate with-Chambers of Commerce and AATPO with

a view to ensuring that special emphasis was placed on the

promotion of goods of African origin,at those fairs as

directed by the Lagos Summit,

(c) Training '

(i) Chambers of Commerce should undertake to provide

practical training to their members on intra-rAfrican trade

promotion^ problems and opportunities with the assistance,

viheve reguired, of ECA, AATPO and.the International Trade

Centre;

(ii) Chambers of Commerce should endeavour to provide

technical assistance to each other particularly in the

training of staff.

(d) Co—operation in the field of trade-promotion

(i) Chambers of Commerce should undertake to assist each■

other in organizing businessmen*s missions geared specially

to intra-African trade promotion;

(ii) Chambers of Commerce should undertake to assist each

other in carrying.out mp,rket surveys in their respective

countries.
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agreements ^SIL^^^^^j..^^2^E

African Chambers'of Commgrce

(i) Chambers" of; Commerce should undertake to work towards

the creation of"a Federation of African Chambers of Commerce

^7 19Q5 s-b provided for in the Lagos Plan of Action;

(ii) To that end, EGA and AATPO should convene,-", meeting- of
African Chambers of Commerce in 1982 in Z imbahwe to work

out the modalities and mechanisms for the establishment of

the Federation. Proposals to that effect" should "be'

submitted "by the two secretariats, with the assistance,

as required, of other competent international organisations;

(iii) In the meantime, Chambers which so wished should feel
free to conclude Bilateral, multinational or subregional"

co-operative arrangements with each other.

The role of International Tradei Centre, the UNCTAp/OATT, AATPO, ECA and ICC

in assisting co-operation "bgtwcen_AjVicr;ri_ Chamber^ of Commerce

37. The representative'of the Centre outlined the CentreTs origins and main

functions and activities, which included:

(rv) Assisting countries in developing: and export strategy

(b_) Supplying export services such as!

(i) setting up trade information services?

(ii) setting up export packaging: services;

(iii) advising on export publicity, duality control and export

financing;

(iv) undertaking market research and market development work; *-

(v) giving guidance in marketing techniques, in particular
through training programmes;

(vi) collecting and supplying information about products

available to major buyers through the import-export

contact programme;

(vii) assisting developing countries in obtaining information

on sources of supply, trads channels, trade practices

and prices of imports.
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38, As regards the Centre's programme of ioohiiicrl oo-operation

Chambers of Commerce, so far, co-operation had traditionally been

Governments cnJ. public sector institutions* ^Ihilc that policy would continue

in the future, efforts ware beinr made to expand the coverage to include

representative organisations of business and in^nntrv particularly when

Governments expressed such a dosiro on their bohal:':., It uas in that context

that the governing body of the Centre had mandated the latter to initiate

a programme "or technical co—operation ^iih uhain'r-pG of Commerce in

developing countries. The objective of the programme Has to assist in

strengthening the capabilities V;f national Chambers of Commerce in

developing countries in the field of trade promotion 'to complement Govern

ments' foreign trade development activities. The programme would be

implemented in co-operation with various international organisations,,

39» Mention uas also made of the I979 international Symposium organized

by the Centre in Ne:v Delhi wjiieh had been attended, by 60 Chambers of

Commerce from both developed and. developing countries* One of the main

recommendations of the Symposium vras that a programme of co—operation

among Chambers of Commerce should, be vioved as a. priority. The follnvin#

elements'were included under such co—operation? action to strengthen the

organizational structure of Chambers for trade promotion; improvement and

expansion "f services by Chambers to th business community; and training

nf Chr?jnber staff and Chamber members o

40. Pursuant to that programme, the Centre had carried «ut activities

aimed at assisting1 in ths development of _ •Jbam^crr., in setting-up specinJiaed

training programmes anf/ developing Gpccialissd trn.de information services

centres„

/I. Future activitio^ I1"! Af^icr.. in oollnbor^+aor. ^ith the secretariats of.

ECA and AATPO would include: croating rw,aroness of the role of Chambers in

the field of trade promotion; nnc. asF-isting in establishing a suitable

legal and financial framework vdthin vmich activities o" chambers coul^1 be'

developed. That x-Tould be accomplishe.l through me0tinge and seminar?

involving both government ant1 Chamber officials,

42. Studies were also being undertaken to ox-mine various activities,

functions nnd structural requirements of Chr.rr.born of Commerce in order to

help them to assist their members better. Further, efforts Fere being

made by the Centre, in co-operation with UNCTADfs special programme ,-n

trade facilitation, to involve Chambers of Commerce in trade facilitp/fcion

activities.such as simplification of trade documentation and administrative

procedures.
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43o The main problems facin,^ developing countries' Chambers in th^ir effort?

to oe—-jperate among themselves relates mr.inly to the lack of financial resources

and staff. To assist countries in '.verccmin^ those problems, the dentro

could pact essentially as a catalyst.

44- The representative jf AATIO introduced re.viowoo the r.rigin, 'bjectives

and activities of the organization,, He then outlined areas in whioh AATPO

could supplement the effcrts -f African Chambers of Sommaree in the context

of the Legos Plan cf Action,

<5. AA.TPO had been created in 197-1 at the initiative ef ^eA and OAU

the main objective of foetoring- contact among African trade institutions

and facilitating the exchange of trade informp.tion amon^ African countriesc

Since its establishment.. AATPO hr;d boon en^ged in ti-'o priority aren.s

namely: organisation of symposia, seminrxc and training courses for

African trade promotion officials naid businessmen; and the collection,

"ollatinn and dissemination of trade information throughout the continent

including th-o* publication of such documents as: "Fl.atrh: on African Trade,"

"African Trade Perspectives," and the "Directory of Trade Promotion

Institutions in Africc,o"

$6., The organisation* s planned future activities in line vdth the Lagos

Plan of Action included:

(a.) In collabrration vdth ECA, national trade promotion centres

and Chamber? of. Commerce, studies T>jould bo ^undertaken on r.bout

five selected commodities to bo traded -among African countries

with a view eventu.ally to convening a mooting of exporters and

importers so that they could enter into business deals;

(b_) Studios would bo carried ■ irb "n trade channels for selector1

major A??rican products in specific 'market;? vrith a vievr to

f.acilitating their exchange^

(c_) Study tours would be undertaken to trade information centres

with o, vie-T'T to identifying the centres1 reouirements so as tn

strengthen them,

47a Ho informed the Symposium that his organisation would be willing to:

(a) Arrange for the Chambers of Commerce, subinct to tfco availability

of funds, meetings or conferencsn on a regional or Tuhregionrl br>,sis

which would contribute to intr?.-Africon trar?.e expansion;
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(b) . Reorient .its trade information service to respond to the needs

and requirements of Chambers of Commerce;

(-c) Arrange training courses for personnel of Chambers of Commerce

in co-operation with other international organizations such as ECA.

..and the International Trade Centre.

(3) The role of .BCA

48A A representative of the EGA secretariat informed participants that

it was ECA's policy to promote regional and subregional co-operation in

the context of the Lagos Plan of Action. In that connexion he outlined

ECA's programme of activities relating to the promotion of intra-African

trade and finance, including those specifically* relating to the promotion

of co-operation between and among.African. Chambers of Commerce. Among

the activities which .would assist in 'the promotion of co-operation "between

African Chambers of Commerce, the, following were noted:

(a) Assistance in the establishment of intra-African trade promotion

mechanisms, including subregional Chambers of Commerce, whe;re they

did not exist, with a view to the eventual establishment of r.

Federation:of African Chambers of Commerce, and the setting up of

-agricultural and non—agricultural commodity exchanges;

(b) Assistance in setting up associations of buyers and sellers

of major African commodities;

(c) Training of the staff of thos^ organisations enga^red in intra-

Africrji tr'-.de promotion activities;

(d) Dissemination of tn.de information through publications such as

the African Trade Bulletin, the African Trade Directory, the "Flash"

or trade opportunities, the Directory of African Chambers of

Commerce, Industry, Agriculture and Minos and retrieve of trade

information from the recently established Pan-African Documentation

and Information System (PADIS);

(e_). Participation and assistance in the organisation of All Africa

Trade.Fairs.

49. As ICC was not represented at the meeting, its role could not be

discussed. . ■ . ■ . .
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50. In the discussion which followed, participants noted with appreciation

the role of ECA in promoting intra-African trade, and particularly in

assisting the promotion of co-operation .among Chambers of Commerce. They

wished to know how those trade promotion facilities available at ECA would

"be extended to the private sector 'such as the 'Chambers of Commerce and

their members. They aslo wanted to know the proper channels of communicp.,-

tions between Chambers of Commerce and International organizations such as

ECA, AATPO and the International Trade Centre and whether they could

communicate directly with the respective organizations without going

through the bureaucratic machinery of Governments. Furthermore concern

was expressed reprvniing the'distribution of trade promotion documents and

information produced'"by the respective.organizations many of which did not

reach the'Chambers'of Commerce. ' " ' ■

51, In response to the questions raised, participants were informed that

ECA's assistance was -intended for both the public and private sectors

including national organisations concerned with trade promotion and that.,

it was indeed in thr.t framework that the Symposium for Chambers of Commerce

had been organized. Regarding whether Chambers of Commerce could

communicate direct- with SCA, participant's were informed that- there was no

objection. That also obtained 'for both AATPO and the International Trade

CentreJ However, in the case of the latter, requests for assistance

involving consultants and other staff needed to bo channelled through the

representative Governments. As for trade promotion information and documents

the ECA secretariat explained that the usual channel for the distribution

of documents were the Government ministries which had been designated as

ECA's official correspondents. Copies were sent to the relevant Ministries,

and more particularly the Ministry of Trade in the case of trade documents.

Additional copiss could and would bo sent systematically in the future

directly to Chambers of Comnerce,

52* Individual_^ountry cxperiencc s

Representatives of Chambers of Commerce from Botswana, the Congo, Egypt,

Ethiopia, Ghana, Kenya, Senegal, Togo and Zimbabwe briefly reviewed the-

experiences of their respective Chambers of Commerce; their historical

■backgrounds; structure; membership; roles and activities in the promotion

of trrdc in general, and intra-Africah trade in particular* their problems

and prospects; and their relationships with their respective Governments.

Participants noted that, while there wore similarities in the roles and

activities of some of the national Chambers of Commerce, there were also

considerable differences in their structures, historical backgrounds and

the support they received from their respective Governments. In that

connexion the Symposium requested the ECA secretariat to bring to the
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attention of Governments the importance of the role which Chambers of Commerce

were celled upon to play in furthering the economic development of member

States in general and the promotion of intra-African trade in particular

within the framework of the implcmcnt.ation of the Lagos Plan of Action*

Adoption of the report and closure of the meeting

53* Following the adoption of the report of the symposium, the delegation

of Kenya proposed a vote of thanks to the ECA and AATPO for having organized

the first symposium of Chambers of Commerce which had paved tho way for a

meaningful dialogue "between African Chambers of Commerce, He also expressed

a vote of thanks to the Ethiopian Chamber of Commerce for tho warm hospitality

extended to sister Chambers of Commerce, Ho concluded by requesting ECA,

AATPO and tho International Trade Centre to communicate to the African

Governments tho determination of Chambers of Commerce to play their role

in the implementation of the Lagos Plan of Action,

54« The Executive Secretary of ECA in trun commended the Presidents and

Secretaries-General of African Chambers of Commerce for their determination

to implement the Lagos Plan of Action and tho excellent work they had done.

He also assured them of ECA's willingness to continue to assist thorn in any

way it could.

55» The Symposium was then declared closed.




